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\bstract. Understanding the mechanisms by which envi-

ronmental chemical signals, chemical defenses, and other

chemical agents mediate various life-history processes can

lead to important insights about the forces driving the ecol-

ogy and evolution of marine sv stems. For chemical signals

released into the environment, establishing the principles

that mediate chemical production and transport is critical for

interpreting biological responses to these stimuli within

appropriate natural, historical contexts. Recent technologi-

cal advancements pn>\ ide outstanding opportunities tor new

discoveries, thus allowing quantification ol interactions be-

tween hydrodynamie. chemical, and biological factors at

numerous spatial and temporal scales. Past work on chem-

ically mediated processes involving organisms and their

environment have emphasi/ed habitat colonization by lar-

vae and trophic relationships. Future research priorities

should include these topics as well as courtship and mating,

fertili/ation. competition, symbiosis, and microbial chemi-

cal ecology. There are now vast new opportunities for

determining how organisms respond to chemical signals and

employ chemical defenses under environmentally realistic

n> minions. Integrating these findings within a larger eco-

il and evolutional v liamewoik should lead to im-

proved understanding of natural phvsicochemical phenom-
ena that innsiiam hmloL'kal responses at the individual,

population. ;ind community levels of oigam/ation.
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Introduction

"Keller 'l'liint;\ fur Heller Lniim I In, nigh Clu'mistry"-

Former DuPont corporate slogan

The foundation of biological sciences is evolution, which

stresses phylogenetic relationships. Therefore, questions re-

lating to speciation. hiogeography. and biodiversity are par-

ticularly compelling. Improved understanding of how

chemical signals and other chemical agents interact with the

environment can lead to important insights about the natural

selective forces driving ecology and evolution. If. for ex-

ample. organisms release waterborne compounds into the

environment, investigations must focus on the principles of

chemical production and transport. The structures, concen-

trations. and fluxes of hioaclive molecules must he identi-

fied. and the rates of advection and diffusion (molecular and

turbulent I must be measured to establish chemical distribu-

iions over time and in space. Knowledge of these factors

makes it possible to analv/e the constraints imposed by

natural phvsicochemical phenomena on biological re-

sponses al individual, population, and community levels

(Fig. I I.

Cheinienl mediation of ecological interactions

Chemistry indeed mediates a vaiietv of critical ecological

interactions. Considerable information is now available on

the many types of biological responses to environmental

chemical stimuli. Sensory perception of chemical signals.

for example, strongly influences predation (Zimmer-Faust,

1989; Leonard el al.. 1999). courtship and mating (Gleeson

el a/.. I9S4: Hardege el al.. 1996). aggregation and school

formation (Hamner el al.. 19X3; Katchford and F.ggleston,

I99X). and habitat selection (Morse. I9'l. I'awhk. 1992).

Additionally, prey organisms (both animals and plants) ot-

IdX
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Figure 1. Diagram of the factors that determine the production, trans-

port, and perception of waterborne chemical signals by a macroscopic

organism.

ten produce chemical defenses that render their tissues

unpalatable to primary or secondary consumers (Bakus el

cil.. 1986: Paul, 1992; Hay, 1996). Although chemicals are

widely recognized as having critical importance ecologi-

cally, largely unexplored are the mechanisms by which such

stimuli contribute to processes that structure communities.

Marine natural products chemistry and chemical ecology

are in their infancy and have emphasized studies of second-

ary metabolites acting as toxins and antifeedants. Still,

outstanding examples are emerging in which either chemi-

cal signals or secondary metabolites are known to regulate

the behavioral or physiological responses of individuals at

lower trophic levels (Simenstad et al., 1978; Hay. 1992;

Steinberg et al., 1995). These regulatory effects are then

transferred to consumers at higher trophic levels with pro-

found impacts on the distributions and abundances of or-

ganisms.

The physical and chemical properties of habitats can

determine the nature and success of ecological interactions.

In terrestrial environments, for example, compounds with

high vapor pressures (low molecular weights, hydrophobic)

facilitate chemical transport in air. Because the requirement

for gaseous volatility imposes strong constraints on molec-

ular designs, the isolation and identification of signal mol-

ecules by gas chromatography and mass spectrometry is

often straightforward. By comparison, much less is under-

stood about chemically mediated interactions in aquatic

habitats. Aqueous solubility (imparted mainly by electronic

charge or hydrophilicity), rather than gaseous volatility,

may constrain the types of substances principally acting as

waterborne chemical agents. Even insoluble compounds can

provide effective chemical signals when suspended and

transported by fluid flow in the water column. The identities

of cues mediating habitat selection (including settlement by

and metamorphosis of larvae), predator avoidance, mating,

and social interactions in aquatic environments have thus far

proven elusive except in a few isolated cases (e.g., Howe

and Sheikh. 1975; Sleeper et al., 1980; Hardege et al..

1996).

Feeding attraction and deterrence: examples of

chemically mediated ecological processes

Nevertheless, an impressive body of knowledge has now

accumulated concerning feeding stimulants and attractants

released from animal flesh. These compounds are believed

to be primarily amino acids, although there also may be

effects of quaternary ammonium bases, nucleotides and

nucleosides. and organic acids (Carr, 1988; Carr et al.,

1996). The sensory basis for animal perception of amino

acids, including complex mixtures, has been studied exten-

sively for 70 years, especially in crustaceans and fishes

(Luther. 1930; Case. 1964; Ellingsen and Doving, 1986;

Valentincic et al.. 1994: Derby et al., 1996). With a single

exception, however, the hypotheses that amino acids and

other small metabolites are attractants and stimulants have

not been tested under field conditions simulating the natural

fluxes of these materials from intact live or injured prey or

from carrion. The exception was a series of field experi-

ments in which mud snails (Ilyanassa obsoleta) were sig-

nificantly attracted to injured prey and carrion, but not to

intact prey (Zimmer et al.. 1999). Synthetic mixtures of

amino acids, simulating fluids leaking from injured prey,

were also highly attractive. When field trials were per-

formed to assess the relative effects of amino acid compo-
sition, concentration, mean volume flow rate (of chemical

input), and flux (concentration X flow rate), only flux was

directly correlated with the number of mud snails attracted.

The foraging behavior of mud snails is thus more tightly

coupled to the release and physical transport of chemical

stimuli than to the molecular properties of specific amino

acids.

Feeding deterrents, including terpenes, acetogenins, alka-

loids, halogenated hydrocarbons, and polyphenols, are com-

monly found in marine microbes, plants, and sedentary

animals (Hay and Fenical, 1988; Paul, 1992; Pawlik, 1993).

These substances are mostly hydrophobic and sequestered

within tissues rather than released into the environment.
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Because, in many cases, their identities are known or can

he determined following bioassay-guided separation feed-

ing deterrents have served as valuable probes for investi-

gating the ecological impacts of chemically mediated inter-

actions <?..(.. Vervoort ei ai, 1998: Nagle et ai. 1998).

Direct tests at environmentally realistic doses have been

performed in Held habitats. Some deterrent compounds in-

hibit feeding (McClintock and Janssen. 1990; Pennings et

ai. 1994). kill or suppress the growth of competitors (Jack-

son. 1977; Thacker et ai. 1998) and microbial pathogens

(King. 1986: Gil-Turner et ai. 1989). and diminish sub-

strate colonization by plant and animal propagules (Woodin

et ai. 1993: Lindquist and Hay. 1996). Main members of

marine communities benefit from feeding deterrents. Bi-

valve molluscs feeding on toxic dinoflagellates accumulate

poisons in certain body tissues. If sea otters, fishes, and

birds forage on the toxin-laden portions of these bivalves.

they may become sick or die. Otters are also known, how-

ever, to feed selectively on the least-toxic tissues and are

chemically deterred from eating the toxins. Moreover, otters

appear to have been historically absent from areas where

dinoflagellate blooms were common (Kvitek et ai. 1991).

Nonetheless, poisons produced by blooms of both

dinotlagellates and cyanobacteria potentially alter the struc-

ture and production of communities through their effects on

predators (Paerl, 1988; Noga vt ai. 1
1W6: Nagle and Paul.

1998).

The Importance of Clu'inical Siynuliiij; Processes

in Marine Kcology

Organism recognition of chemical stimuli

There is ample ev idence that chemical composition, con-

centration, flux, and hydrodynamic transport all have pro-

found effects on chemically mediated ecological interac-

tions. For example, small peptides with arginine or lysine at

their carboxy termini induce ovigerous mud crabs (Rhithro-

panopeus harrisii) to release and disperse brooded embryos
and induce oyster (Crassostrea virginica) larvae to settle

near conspecific adults (Forward et at.. 1987: Browne et ai.

1998). Moreover, in contrast to the more typical sigmoid-

shaped dose/response curve, chemical induction in these

marine organisms occurs only within a very narrow range in

concentration, spanning less than one order of magnitude.

Animals can distinguish the quality of chemical stimuli

by recori!i/iii<_' ciihei novel compounds or unique blends of

common sut lances in mixtures (C'arr. 1988). Based on the

qualitative chemical properties of tood. animals expiess

markedly dittei Iceding preferences in natural habitats.

For instance. <>\ :i drills i / 'mxalpinx cinerea) differentiate

between barnacl i.i^sel. ami ovsk-r prey. The stimuli that

evoke foraging b !K are low molecular weight

peptides, presun \cl structures (Rittschot 'el ai.

1984). In contrast. <

spin) lobsters (l',uii//irii\ <//-

gus) can be trained in the laboratory to discriminate between

different mixtures of identical compounds (including ainino

acids, organic acids, amine bases, and nucleotidesi When

presented at the same concentration and (lux. each mixture

is recognized as having its own unique composition that

characterizes the tissues of either crab, oyster, shrimp, or

fish (Derby et ai. 1989: Fine-Levy et ai. 1989).

Role of hydrodynamics

Turbulent odor plumes operate at macroscopic scales and

are common features of the marine environment (Fig. 2).

They form olfactory seascapes through which animals must

navigate in order to locate resources and avoid potential

hazards (Nevitt et ai. 1995). Turbulent odor plumes can be

described by stable, mean concentration proliles averaged

over relatively long time scales that animals may use for

orientation, i.e., via chemotaxis (movement in response to a

gradient in chemical concentration) (Ingram and Hessler,

1983; Sainte-Marie and Margrave. 1987). However, an or-

ganism's neural or behavioral response time in an odor-

mediated search is much faster than the time necessarv to

generate mean concentration profiles (Gome/ et ai. 1994:

Zimmer-Faust et ai. 1995: Gomez and Atema. 1996). Field

measurements made at shorter, biologicallv relevant time

scales indicate that turbulent plumes are not characterized

by well-defined gradients, but contain discrete odor fila-

ments (eddies) separated by clean water (Zimmer-Faust el

ai. 1988; Atema et ai. 1991: Finelli et ai. 1999). Under

these conditions, organisms larger than a few millimeters

are unlikely to use chemotaxis in navigating towards a

distant odor source because their sensory systems sample

faster than the averaging time scale to perceive a stable

gradient (Fig. 3).

Still, large animals like blue crabs (Callinectes sapiihix)

employ their chemical senses while searching for valuable

resources (Pearson and Olla, 1977). Crab success in locating

live intact clams (Mercenaria mercenaria) was highly de-

pendent on the hydrodynamic transport of metabolite at-

tractants by both advection (bulk flow) and turbulent mix-

ing. In fact, perception of chemical stimuli caused crabs to

move upstream, but How provided the signpost directing

crab navigation. Predatory success was highest at a free-

stream flow speed of I cm/s (smooth-turbulenl bottom

boundary layer, *
= 0. 1 cm/s). but rapidly decayed in the

absence of How (because there was no polarization for

chemical stimulus to direct locomotion) ami at How speeds

4 cm/s (transitional to rough-turbulent bottom boundary

layer, it^
S 0.3 cm/s: Weissburg and Zimmer-Faust, 1993,

l
l )94) (Fig. 4). These results indicate that mechanisms gov-

erning the transport of chemical signals can have profound

influences not onlv on sensory and behavioral mechanisms.

hut also on pivdalion winch, in turn, can mediate comniu

nity structure Blue crab chemosensory systems appear
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Figure 2. Odor plume produced by the release of metabolites from the excurrent siphon of a hard clam,

Mercenaria mercenaria. Flow was visualized by releasing fiuorescein dye through the excurrent siphon and

photographed using slit illumination. The metabolites act as chemical signals triggering search responses by

predators, but the likelihood of predatory success depends on the physical dynamics of water flow. Scale bar =

2 cm.

geared primarily to extracting information from hydrody-

namically smooth flows. Thus, estuarine habitats with either

no or high flows conceivably could provide prey with ref-

uges from crab predation.

Chemicals are transported from regions of high to

low concentration via molecular and turbulent diffusion.

Whereas these processes operate at small (molecular) and

large (turbulence) scales, at intermediate spatial scales, un-

diluted chemical patches can be transported in organized

fluid tracks. In such flows, rotating parcels of fluid vorti-

ces are shed periodically in the lee of a flow disturbance,

such as the organism emitting the signal (Doall et ai. 1998;

Weissburg et ai, 1998; Yen. 2000). This alternating pattern

of vortex shedding creates "streets" of odor packets of a

characteristic size and frequency (Fig. 5). Vortex streets

develop in the lee of relatively large objects (e.g., 1 cm in

diameter) in relatively slow flows (e.g.. 0.1-1 cm/s) or of

small objects (e.g., 100 ju,m in diameter) in fast flows (e.g.,

10-100 cm/s). Chemical signals transported in vortex

streets create coherent chemical trails "information high-

ways" that can be used by animals searching for mates,

food, and other resources. In the water column, for example,

copepods may locate mates by navigating along streets

containing pheromone vortices shed downstream of conspe-

cifics (Weissburg, 2000; Yen, 2000). Likewise, odor vorti-

ces generated from decaying animal matter may guide ly-

sianassid amphipods and other scavengers to ephemeral

prey in relatively slow-flow regions, such as protected bays

and estuaries, the deep-sea, and polar regions (Busdosh et

al, 1982; Kaufmann, 1992; Tamburri and Barry, 1999).

Provided below are examples of how chemical signals

dictate trophic and defense relationships for a wide variety

of marine organisms. The examples are grouped as a func-

tion of spatial dimension to emphasize that chemical sig-

naling phenomena are now known to operate at scales from

less than millimeters to greater than kilometers. That is, the

sea contains a vast array of chemical information dis-

solved, in suspension, attached to substrates and associated
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Figure 4. Using computer-assisted video motion analysis, traces to the right are paths walked hy blue crabs

as they searched for clams in a 10-m-long raceway flume at flow speeds ot'O. 1, and 4 cm/s (top to bottom). Each

'O' marks the location where a search began, and each 'X' indicates the ultimate site of clam capture. Graphs

to the left are histograms of walking speed versus time plotted for each path displayed to the right. The most

efficient paths were those walked by crabs in 1 cm/s flow. In each case, intermittent walking and stopping

characterized a search. The "stop interval" was defined as the time when crabs reset their attack angle (i.e..

turned) before moving on.

called chemotaxis even though cells do not navigate strictly

with respect to a chemical concentration gradient. In the

turbulent mixed layer of the ocean, positive chemotaxis

increases the exposure between cells and nutrient patches

(Bowen et al.. 1993). When these nutrients are taken up and

used in metabolism, prolonged exposure leads to higher

Figure 5. Artist's interpretation of a von Karman vortex street in the wake of a circular cylinder, from a

photograph by Peter Bradshaw (Van Dyke, 1982). Reynolds number (Re) of about 300 (where Re = LU/r; L =

characteristic length scale, U = characteristic velocity scale and v = kinematic viscosity of the fluid) is at the

upper limit for stability of the vortex street, as indicated by the breaking up of the vortices at the downstream

edge of the drawing. At lower Re a pair of vortices forms in the lee of the cylinder but is not shed into the flow,

and at higher Re the vortices break up completely into a disorganized turbulent wake.
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Figure 6. Concentration distributions of a hypothetical chemical signal molecule uniformly released from

the surfaces of microscopic point sources (purple circles) in three different How regimes: stagnant water (pure

diffusion, no advective transport); uniform flow (i.e., cell swimming or sinking in stagnant water; the cell is

MIII\ ing from right to left so flow is from left to right); and laminar shear Mow luniaxial eMensional flow), where

the third dimension can be visuali/.ed by rotation about the v-axis. The Peclet number (Pel is a measure of

ad\ecti\e li.uisp.ni icl.une to molecular diffusion (where Pe =
LU/D,,,; L = characteristic length scale, U =

iharacleristic velocity scale, and Dnl
= coefficient of molecular diffusion). The upper panel illustrates the

concentration field at distances up to 10 cell radii from the center of the cell. The lower panel is a "blow-up"

of the concentration field near the cell surface, up to a distance of two radii from the center of the cell. In the

absence of fluid motion a diffusive boundary layer extends to about nine cell radii from the cell surface. Uniform

and shear flows distort the boundary layer and steepen the concentration gradient in certain regions. Because

transport via diffusion is dominant in the thinnest regions ol the boundary layer, cells m uniform 01 shear flow

will experience enhanced rates of chemical signal release umipaicd to nonmolile cells in stagnant water. This

illustration was provided as a courtesy by L. Karp-Boss. and methods used in calculating concentration

distributions appealed in Karp-Boss et at. ( 1996).

rates of cell division and population growth. Because mi

crnhial communities are critical to global biogeochemical

cycling, mechanisms pertaining to chemotaxis and nutrient

uptake have considerable significance.

Chemical signals are known to regulate the trophic rela-

tiMii hips dt corals. All species of reef-building corals have

mutualistic symbioses with unicellular algae, called /no

xanthcllac. which live within the coral cells and arc abun-

dant in tissues exposed to sunlight (Muscatine. 1490). Al-

though reef corals arc uniquely versatile in their ability to

procure nutrients .md energy, they principally depend on the

translocation ol carbon Iroin their algal symbinnts to meet

their energy demands (Falkowski el al., 1984). The release

of translocated materials from the algae is controlled by

chemical communication with the coral host. Specifically,

the chemical signal that induces carbon release is a mixture

of free amino acids unique to the tissues of corals and other

cnidarian species (Gates ct al.. I
1W. 1MW).

Use of chemical .w.i;;i<//.s nt large .v<v//<'\

In the open ocean, chemical signaling helps structure

both annual and plant communities. Dinoflagellates and

other phyloplankton cells, for instance, create dense blooms

al convergent /ones where high nutrient levels occur in

surface waters. These cells have extremely high concentra-
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tions of dimethylsulfoniopropionate (DMSP) that equalize

osmotic pressure between the cytoplasm and external ocean

environment, thus maintaining a constant cell volume

(Vairavamurthy et ai, 1985: Dacey et ai. 1987; Matrai and

Keller. 1994). When phytoplankton cells burst open during

zooplankton grazing, DMSPis released into the seawater

and is enzymatically degraded to dimethylsulfide (DMS)
and acrylic acid (Dacey and Wakeham. 1986) (Fig. 7). The

acrylic acid in seawater may act as a chemical deterrent

against protozoan grazers (Wolfe et a!., 1997; Wolfe, 2000).

In contrast, DMSPserves as a chemoattractant to biodeg-

radatory bacteria (Zimmer-Faust et ai, 1996), and atmo-

spheric DMSguides seabirds over kilometers to rich zoo-

plankton feeding grounds (Nevitt et ai, 1995; Nevitt, 2000).

Chemistry is important in the evolution of marine com-

munities. Species distributions and animal abundances in

kelp forests, for example, are strongly influenced by inver-

tebrate grazing on bottom-attached algae (e.g., Dean et al.,

1984; Harrold and Reed. 1985). In the North Pacific Ocean,

sea otter predation on invertebrates substantially reduces the

intensity of herbivory on kelps (Estes and Palmisano, 1974).

In contrast, temperate Australasia has no known predator of
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Figure 7. Diagram of the marine community that uses dimethylsulfo-

niopropionate (DMSP) and its breakdown products, dimethylsulh'de

(DMS) and acrylic acid, as chemical signals, at convergence zones in the

open ocean.

comparable influence and the intensity of herbivory on

kelps is significantly higher than in the North Pacific. From

experimental results it appears that chronically high rates of

herbivory in Australasia have selected for high concentra-

tions of kelp chemical defenses and increased tolerances of

these substances by herbivores (Estes and Steinberg, 1988;

Steinberg et ai, 1995). Top-level consumers may thus

strongly influence the ecology and evolution of kelp-herbi-

vore interactions, mediated through the production of plant

chemical defenses.

Current State of the Field

Identification of ecologically relevant molecules

Significant progress in identifying ecologically relevant

molecules is being made for marine systems, particularly on

secondary metabolites acting as chemical defenses. The

structures of more than 2000 secondary metabolites have

been fully characterized (Hay. 1996, pers. comm.). Most of

these substances can be extracted from animals, plants, and

microbes by organic solvents (such as methanol or dichlo-

romethane). The compounds are separated by re versed-

phase or hydrophobic-interaction HPLC and gas chroma-

tography before structures are identified by means of mass

spectrometry, NMR, and other spectroscopic methods. Be-

cause secondary metabolites are available in partially or

fully purified forms, they provide outstanding tools for

quantitative studies. They are now being used to investigate

the synthesis, inducibility, and seasonal and geographical

variability in chemical defenses (Paul and van Alstyne,

1992; Steinberg, 1995; Cronin and Hay, 1996; McClintock,

1997; Targett and Arnold, 1998). Also under study are

mechanisms of detoxification and patterns of associations

(mutualism, commensalism, and parasitism), including co-

evolution, between chemically defended and nondefended

species (Gil-Turner et ai, 1989; Vrolijk and Targett, 1992;

Targett et ai, 1995; Stachowicz and Hay, 1996). These

results will undoubtedly expand understanding of the direct

consequences of chemically mediated interactions to pro-

vide more predictive insights about population regulation

and community structure.

Purifications of ecologically relevant molecules other

than secondary metabolites are often more challenging, and

thus advances are occurring more slowly. Considerable

effort has been expended in identifying environmental sig-

nal molecules that induce marine larvae to settle and meta-

morphose (Morse. 1990; Pawlik, 1992; Rodriquez et ai,

1993). This research has met limited success because many
of these morphogens are ( 1 ) unstable, (2) tightly complexed

(adsorbed or bound) with other molecules, or (3) present in

only trace amounts. Neurotransmitters, such as gamma-

aminobutyric acid (GABA) and dihydroxyphenylalanine

(DOPA), have been suggested to mimic the function of

natural signal molecules (Morse et ai, 1979; Morse, 1985;
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Bonur ct til.. 1990; Boettcher and Target!, 1998). hut the

peripheral or central neural site (or sites) of action by these

mimetics is still unclear. Progress to date on at least partial

purification of metamorphic inducers is encouraging (Had-

field and Pennington. 1990; Morse and Morse. 1991; Zim-

mer-Faust and Tamburri. 1994; Krug and Man/i. 1999), and

will he particularly compelling when such research is cou-

pled with physiological studies able to isolate the chemo-

receptors. Recently, however, promising advances have

been made towards isolating these chcmoreceptor proteins

from the cilia of abalone larvae <\V ,cka and Morse. 1991 ;

Baxter and Morse. 1992).

Remarkably few attempts ha\e been made to characteri/e

the structures of pheromones oilier than sperm attractants.

Courtship and mating pheromones can be difficult to iden-

tify because breeding seasons are short and materials hard to

obtain. Specific courtship behavioral acts are often trouble-

some to discriminate from other activities, thus making

bioassay of active material impossible in some cases. Still,

outstanding progress has been made towards elucidating the

structures of mating pheromones in brown algae (Maier and

Muller. 19S6: Boland. 1945). polychaete worms (Zeeck ct

<//.. 1994: Hardege el til.. 1996). and fishes (I)ulka ct til..

1987: Sorensen. 1992). \\'hereas terpenes and other hydro-

carbons appear to be the principal pheromones in worms

and brown algae, steroid hormones and their metabolites

produced by ovulating female fish are potent attractants to

mature males in some species.

Gamete recognition factors embedded in cell membranes

have been identified for a varietv of marine organisms.

These substances plav a critical role in establishing barriers

to cross-fertili/ation between individuals, thus leading to

genetic isolation and speciation in the sea (Knowlton. 1993:

Palumbi. 1994). In sea urchins, for example, glycoproteins

located in the egg vitelline envelope are recognized by the

sperm acrosome protein, bindin. Bindin has lectin-like prop-

erties enabling it to bind egg glvcoprotcins il oh/ and Lan-

narz, 1994: Hofmann and (ilabe. 1994). In abalone sperm.

lysin a rapidly evolving protein recogni/es species spe-

cific glycoproteins of the egg vitelline envelope (Lee and

Vacquier. I992(. Similarly, in rotifers, surface glycopro-

teins on the female body surface bind to unique receptor

proteins on the male corona and confer species speciliciiv in

mating (Snell ct til.. 1995). Thus, fertili/ation in marine

organisms is often controlled by chemical communication

operating at the surface membranes of sperm and eggs.

l'i"'eins. peptides. organic nitrogen bases, carbohydrates,

fatty and humic acids, and other types of chemicals are all

putatiu igents mediating ecological processes in the ocean

(Gurin and ('arr. 1974: Pawlik and Faulkner. I'S(,;

Rittschof. I 190; forward ct til.. 1997; Krug and Man/i.

1999). Such wide diversity in the structures has. perhaps.

slowed progress inwards isolating and identifying specific

chemical markers because different unahlical approaches

have been required on almost a case-by-case basis. Natural

waterborne cues in trace amounts below chemical analytical

detection limits often have strong biological effects. Purifi-

cations can thus require significant efforts in concentrating

(and desalting) these substances while avoiding contami-

nant introductions.

One strategy used by organisms for producing chemical

signals is to synthesize a novel substrate for each cue-

needed, as with anthopleurine. an alarm pheromone in the

sea anemone (Howe and Sheikh. 1975). Another effective

method is to employ a polymeric system with different

repeating units. Peptides. a well-known class of polymer,

are logical signal molecules within organisms and aquatic

environments for several reasons. First, because of the

charged nature of the terminal primary amine and carbox-

vlic acid groups at neutral pH. peptides are water-soluble

and not volatile. Second, the machinery (enzymes), tem-

plates (DNA. through mRNA). and structural units (amino

acids) for producing peptides are already in every living

organism (Lehninger ctul.. 1993). Third, using the 20 coded

amino acids available in eukaryotic systems, a vast variety

of information can be presented in a short amino acid

sequence: with as few as five ammoacids, there are 20
5

:

3.2 million possible unmodified peplides. Fmallv. intracel-

lular and extracellular proteases can degrade peptides to

their constituent amino acids, thus terminating signal initi-

ation (but not necessarily propagation: Hughes. 1978; De-

cho etal., 1998).

In fact, peptides are emerging as important chemical cues

in marine environments (Rittschol. I99()|. Recent work with

sand dollar, abalone. and oyster larval settlement (Burke.

1984: Morse and Morse. 1984: Zimmer-Faust and Tarn-

burn. 1994) indicate that the inducing agents are small

peptides from conspecifics or plants associated with juve-

nile habitats (Table 1 1. Nitrogen fixation and heterocyst

formation in cvaiiobacteria is inhibited by peptides (Yoon

and Golden. 1998). whereas abdominal pumping (for larval

release and dispersal) in mud crab is stimulated by small

peptide cues (Forward ct n/.. 1987). Remarkably, these

peptide signals in ovsteis. mud crabs, and cyanobacteria are

all structurallv related to the carboxy-terminal sequence of

mammalian C5a anaphylatoxin. a potent white blood cell

chemoattractant. The receptors responsible for transmitting

peptide signals in marine organisms have yet to be isolated

and characterized. Nevertheless, quantitative structure-ac-

tivity relationships (QSARs) have been modeled to relate

the physicochemical properties of signal molecules to their

biological functions (Browne ct til.. 1998). Similarities be-

iwecn the anaphylatoxins and the oyster/mud crab/cya-

nobacleria peptides suggest that there may be homology

among their respective receptors. Sequence analysis ol the

receptor protein for C5a indicates that it belongs to the

rhodopsin superlamilv (Houlav ct ul.. 1991; Gerard and

Gerard. l

l )')li. Members of the rhodopsin receptor family
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Figure 8. Diaeram of the factors affecting larval transport and settlement within near-bottom waters. Lai \ M

may be passively transported in the horizontal direction by advection. and in the vertical direction by gravity and

turbulent mixing. Active movements of the larvae in response to dissolved chemical cues and other factors (e.g..

light, gravity, pressure) can transport them vertically within the water column. Active swimming along the

seatloor and testing of the substrate for adsorbed chemical cues and other factors (e.g.. sediment characteristics,

microbial populations, cracks and crevices in hard substrates) at each touchdown site may ultimately determine

settlement locations.

et al.. 1987: Zimmer-Faust et til.. 1988; Sorensen et al..

1998). Investigations on sensory physiology, particularly in

conjunction with behavioral and population studies, can rill

a need in establishing linkages between stimulus space,

behavior, and demographic consequences of decisions made

by individual organisms.

Recent research into sensory biology has delved into how

the properties of complex chemical stimuli are coded by the

nervous systems to modulate the motility patterns of organ-

isms (Derby et al., 1989; Lynn et al.. 1994). Concomitant

with these developments were increasing efforts to under-

stand the linkages between the natural physical and chem-

ical environments and the properties of animal perceptual

systems (Finelli et til.. 1999; Moore et al.. 1999). Taken

together, these two lines of inquiry provide information on

how biologically relevant natural stimuli are translated into

specific strategies for navigation, orientation, and guidance

during the search for resources. Recent studies have docu-

mented the properties of chemosensory cells (and occasion-

ally other neural elements) in effective coding of chemical

signal parameters that may specify the identity, direction,

and distant- i<> stimulus sources (Borroni and Atema, 1988;

Gomez et al.. 1994; Gome/, and Atema. 1996). Such efforts

mostly ha\c Kvn applied to the physiological and behav-

ioral strategic-
'

large animals, particularly crustaceans and

fishes. Reseaii.li i j>lanHonic organisms is much less ma-

ture, but recent investigations on the sensory ecology ot

/ooplankton suggest interest in this topic as well (Stricklcr

et al.. 1997; Bundy et al.. 1998; Paffenhoefer, 1998; Davis

et al.. 1999).

Technology and Conceptual Approaches

t limitations

Advances in understanding marine chemical ecology and

communication have been constrained by limitations in

technology and conceptual approaches. In particular, ex-

haustive studies have been performed on the relationship

between chemoreception and behavioral responses of some

macroscopic, but few microscopic, organisms. Because the

magnitude of turbulence typically covaries with flow speed,

surface roughness, and animal size, and because turbulent

mixing dilutes waterborne chemical stimuli and creates

patchiness in chemical distributions, new innovative studies

are required to help identify the controlling variables. To

reduce the effects of turbulence, devices such as y-tubes and

choice mazes have been constructed either to straighten the

How artificially or to create unrealistic-ally low flow speeds

or turbulence (e.^.. Vadas et al.. 1994; drove and Woodin.

1996; Ratchford and Eggleston. 1998). Although these de-

vices increase investigator control over chemical stimulus

environments, they frequently create artificial patterns of

contact between the experimental subject and signal mole-

cules. The rate at which a sensor naturally encounters a

chemical stimulus depends on the amount of material re-

leased per unit lime and the hydrodynamic forces governing
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Figure 9. Settlement (i.e., metamorphosed juveniles) of Phragmato-

poma lar>idt>sa californica larvae in an inductive "lube sand" (open circles)

and a "control sand" (closed triangles) treatment over a range of laboratory

flume flows (see text) (from Pawlik and Butman. 1 993). The magnitude

and variation in larval supply as a function of flow speed were similar

between the two sediment treatments (data not shown), but larvae meta-

morphosed almost exclusively in response to the adsorbed chemical cue

associated with the tube-sand treatment. Observations of the movement of

"larval mimics" plastic spheres with sinking rates similar to the down-

ward swim speeds of the larvae in each flow are indicated on the

tube-sand plot. The boundary shear velocity (u t ) for initiation of particle

motion (* cnllca |)
was between 0.26 and 0.47 cm/s (near-surface velocities

of 5 and 10 cm/s. respectively), and the u t for which particles made brief

excursions into the water column ("* suspcn ded) was greater than 1. 03 cm/s

(near-surface velocity of 25 cm/s). Observations of larvae indicated that

they actively avoided settling in the slowest flows and were physically

prevented from settlement in the fastest flows.

chemical transport (Koehl, 1996). These encounter rates

determine the behavioral responses of animals to chemical

signals and indirectly control a variety of ecological inter-

actions that structure communities. To avoid serious arti-

facts that could render results equivocal, it is imperative that

laboratory and field studies reproduce stimulus environ-

ments that are naturally experienced by animals, plants, and

microbes.

Technology for studying chemical/flow interactions

Usually, relevant flow parameters have not been quanti-

fied in either laboratory or field experiments on chemosen-

sory-mediated behavior (e.g., Moore and Lepper, 1997;

Swenson and McClintock, 1998; Zhou and Rebach. 1999).

Measurements of the mean flow speed reveal only the bulk,

advective transport of dissolved chemicals. Considerably

more information is needed about the flow in order to

describe the distribution of waterborne cues in a turbulent

environment. Research on chemically mediated processes

requires measurements that characterize the rates at which

chemical stimuli are mixed, dispersed, and diluted. Prior

studies have been valuable for establishing the potential or

scope for response. However, natural field or laboratory

flow regimes generally were not sufficiently characterized at

the temporal and spatial scales relevant to sensory systems.

Thus, it is difficult or impossible to use results from most of

these studies to predict ecological interactions in the field.

Instruments and techniques for creating and characteriz-

ing specific field flow environments and for tracking chem-

icals and particles in flow have significantly improved over

the last decade. Large flumes, wave tanks, and Couette flow

cells (discussed below), for example, can be designed to

produce realistic one-dimensional, unidirectional, turbulent;

oscillatory; or laminar-shear flows, respectively (van Wazer

et ai, 1963; Nowell et al., 1989; Miller et al., 1992).

Technologies for measuring flow velocities include laser

Doppler and acoustic Doppler velocimetry, and digital par-

ticle image velocimetry (Nezru and Rodi, 1986; Agrawal
and Belting, 1988; Prasad and Sreenivasan, 1990). Chemi-

cal concentration distributions now can be determined with

a variety of waterborne chemical tracers, such as rhodamine

WTor fluorescein dye release combined with laser-induced

fluorescence imaging (O'Riordan et al., 1993); sulfur

hexafluoride release coupled with gas chromatographic de-

terminations (Wanninkhof et al., 1991); and electrochemi-

cal release combined with microsensor measurements

(Moore et al., 1989). Many of these instruments and tech-

niques can be used in both laboratory and field settings.

Flumes to simulate the bottom boundary-layer

environment

The availability to biologists of increasingly sophisticated

flumes and other flow tanks has, perhaps, outpaced the

availability of hydrodynamicists interested in collaborating

on interdisciplinary experiments. Or, biologists have not

sought their advice. At any rate, there appears to be con-

siderable confusion as to the correct flume size and operat-

ing conditions for a given research problem. Because the

fundamental characteristics of the flow transporting a chem-

ical signal can be a critical determinant of how and when the

signal is detected or utilized by an organism, laboratory flow

regimes must be scaled to represent (i.e., be "dynamically

similar" to) the field flows of interest. Moreover, most ocean

flows relevant to chemical transport are turbulent, but most

small flumes can achieve laminar (nonturbulent) flow, at

best.

There is an excellent, quantitative discussion of flume

design for simulating benthic flow environments in Nowell

and Jumars (1987), and more qualitative treatments appear
in Vogel and LaBarbara ( 1978), Muschenheim et al. (1986)

and Vogel (1994). Webriefly summarize those recommen-

dations of Nowell and Jumars (1987) that are most relevant
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for experiments involving organism detection ol chemical

signals in a turhulenl flow Held. This discussion is largely

conceptual; actual Hume dimensions, channel configura-

tions, and flow forcing mechanisms would depend on UK-

intended purpose of a given flume.

The near-bed flow regime can he adequately simulated in

a flume because the friclional drag of the bottom on the flow

determines the general nature of this fluid-dynamic regime.

In the region directly above the bottom, called the "bound-

ary layer," there is a vertical gradient m velocity until an

asymptote is reached, where the K , no longer influences

the flow. Because only a relatively thin layer of fluid is

affected by the boundary, the structure of the flow within

tens of centimeters of the bed will be similar between a

flume and the field as long as certain scaling laws have been

satisfied. The small, simple flumes that are easily con-

structed (Vogel and LaBarhera. 1478; Vogel. 1994) gener-

ally cannot be used lor research problems for which it is

important to simulate the structure of the How and chemical

concentration fields within the bottom boundary layer.

These flumes are useful, tor example, in studying the forces

on an individual or small group of henthic organisms placed

in the flow (<..!.. Koehl, 1977; Denny el ai. 1985; Okamura,

1985). Such Humes are inappropriate, however, for studies

of animal navigation in a turbulent odor plume because the

flow regime at the "working section" (where measurements

are made or experiments conducted, see Fig. 10) typically is

not dynamically similar to the field, well characterized, or

reproducible.

Flume How regimes that simulate field flow should be

steady, fully developed (boundary layer has grown to the

water surface), uniform (no variation in the cross-stream or

along-channel direction), and one-dimensional (mean ve-

locity varies only in the vertical direction). Large flumes

channel dimensions typically of 5-10-m long. 50-70-cm

wide, and 10-20-cm deep with appropriate How-driving

mechanisms are required for flow-field studies in order to

deliver to the working section a well-characterized and

reproducible flow that mimics the field How regime of

interest. The channel dimensions are driven by the follow-

ing fluid-dynamic considerations (refer to Fig. 10). ( I ) En-

trance conditions The channel entrance should be config-

ured to help the flow "forget" where it has been (e.g.,

recirculatmg in narrower pipes or around channel bends).

(2) Exit conditions The channel terminus should be de-

signed so the flow does not "anticipate" its exit (i.e.. avoid-

ing sudden increases or decreases in water depth that would

affect the upstream Howl (1) Channel length A sulti

ciently Ion- channel is required so that the boundary layer

can grow to the water surface before reaching the working

section. (4) Channel width-to-depth ratio An adequate ra-

tio of channel width to depth is needed so that secondary

(cross-stream) circulations resulting from the side-wall

boundary layers aie confined to a relatively small region

next to the walls In addition, a sufficient water depth is

required so that the boundary layer is a reasonable repre-

sentation of nature and to minimize free-surface effects

U'..<j.. organisms on the bottom affecting flow at the surface

and vice versa).

Violating any one of these requirements may result, at

best, in boundary layers that are not described by the clas-

sical theory and measurement of open-channel flows (Hen-

derson. 1966; Schlichting, 1979; Ne/.u and Rodi, 1986). and

thus, can be characterized only by exhaustive measurements

under each hydrodynamic condition. Such fluid motions

also may mix and transport chemicals in ways that are

uncharacteristic of field flows and cannot be easily extrap-

olated to natural habitats. In contrast, a modest set of mea-

smements is required to characterize fluid motion in well-

designed flumes, where highly predictable "well-behaved"

hydrodynamic regimes are described in a vast literature of

empirical observations and theory on open-channel flow.

Such flows can mimic nature for example, estuarine tidal

currents or unidirectional currents in the deep sea.

Oilier flow tank*

Whereas Humes can be used to conduct chemical signal-

ing experiments under turbulent, unidirectional How condi-

tions, more specialized How tanks are required to study

effects under other hydrodynamic conditions. Two fluid-

transport cases that are particularly germane to an under-

standing of chemical signaling processes in the marine

environment are oscillatory and laminar-shear flows.

Waves are a pervasive feature of the ocean. Chemical

tiansport under waves would differ substantially from that

in steady Hows, with shorter advective transport distances

and greater mixing in waves (Grant and Madsen. 1986;

Denny, 1988). Oscillatory flows in the upper water column

are generated by free-surface waves that can intensify and

break as the water shoals. In contrast, oscillatory flows in

the water column arc generated by internal waves that can

occur in a wide range of water depths In the laboratory,

wave tanks and U-tubes are used to simulate the fundamen-

tal characteristics of oscillatory flows. A wave tank pro-

duces free-surface waves and consists of a long rectangular

channel with a wave generator at one end and a beach at the

other (Denny. 1988). A U-tube is a vertically oriented

U-shaped water tunnel in which the flow is forced hack and

forth through the horizontal working section by pistons

located at one end (Turner and Miller, 1 99 la, b). Although

the resulting flows are nearly sinusoidal. U-tubes are better

able to generate the relatively fast oscillatory flows charac-

teristic of waves that cannot always be reasonably mim-

icked in wave tanks.

In laminar-shear flows, there is a velocity gradient and

adjacent layers of fluid slide past each other without mixing.

These nonlurhulent flows occur at length scales smaller than
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-1 -
Entrance

Conditions:
so tlow forgets

where it has been

-2-
Exit

Conditions:
so flow does not

anticipate where
it is going

-3-
Channel Length:

to achieve fully developed flow prior to working section

(- Working Section -)

CROSS-CHANNELVIEW
(showing section A B)

W 1

Width:Depth = 1
Width:Depth = 5

-4-
Width to Depth Ratio:

to confine secondary circulations to wall region

Figure 10. The four design considerations entrance conditions, exit conditions, channel length, and

channel width to depth ratio in constructing a flume for flow-field studies on chemical signaling processes

(taken largely from text in Nowell and Jumars, 1987). The side view of the channel (top) is not drawn to scale;

a channel length 50-100 times the water depth is generally required for fully developed tlow. The specific-

channel length depends on the range of flow speeds and types (laminar, turbulent) of tlow required for the

experiments (e.g., see Table I in Nowell and Jumars, 1987). Specific entrance and exit conditions to achieve the

desired goals depend on the flow-driving mechanism (pump, conveyor belt ot paddles, etc.) and the channel

configuration (racetrack, return pipe under flume with head tank, etc.). Growth ot the boundary layer is shown

in the channel region upstream of the working section. If the boundary layer is fully developed prior to the

working section, the flow is then one-dimensional (varying only in the vertical) and uniform (not changing in

the stream-wise direction) along the working section. The cross-channel view (bottom) shows hypothetical

secondary flows (large eddies) generated by the flume side walls. The proportion of the channel width affected

by these eddies depends on the ratio of channel width to depth. A minimum ratio of about 5 (shown on right)

is generally considered sufficient to confine the eddies to a relatively narrow region next to the walls (Nakagawa

ct nl.. 1983; Nowell and Jumars, 1987; Trowbridge ct ai. 1989). In contrast, a width-to-depth ratio of unity

(shown at left) may result in eddies that cover a large portion of the cross-stream area. The nature and strength

of secondary circulations can vary with flume design, however, so empirical studies are required to document

these flows.

the lower limit of turbulence (of the order of 1 mmfor

strong turbulence; Shimeta et <;/.. 1995). They also occur, at

least intermittently, in the "viscous sublayer" the small

region directly adjacent to a surface in a boundary-layer

flow. Because of the small scales over which they occur,

chemical transport in laminar-shear flows is relevant only

for very tiny organisms, such as small zooplankton, proto-

zoans, phytoplankton, and bacteria. A Couette flow cell

one cylinder nested inside another, with a water-rilled gap in

between can be used to create one-dimensional laminar-

shear flow. The cylinders must be counter-rotated to avoid

instabilities associated with spinning just the inner or outer

cylinder (Drazin and Reid, 1981).

Summary and Conclusions: Exciting Future

Opportunities and Challenges

Substantial discoveries of chemical interactions between

organisms and their environments are now becoming pos-

sible because of new conceptual and technological innova-

tions. Recent instrumentation development allows access to

even remote field sites. Studies on chemical attractants
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evoking prcdution and mechanisms hv which scavengers

find organic food falls are under way from the coastal ocean

to the deep sea. Research on chemical agents as (actors

regulating habitat selection and coloni/ation is also being

vigorously pursued. It is critical for investigators to con-

tinue probing the identities of chemicals having these im-

portant functions. However, the scope of work must expand

significantly beyond secondarv metabolites as chemical de-

fenses to include substances that serve other ecological

roles. Structures anil concentrations of paniculate- and or-

ganism-bound compounds must be addressed, hut in rela-

tion to the more elusive waterborne chemical agents. Past

investigations have (ended to emphasize chemical identities

while largely ignoring crucial vehicles of chemical trans-

port. Animal chemical sensors respond quickly when

patches of signal molecules are contacted. Because these

sensors can detect intermittent (or pulsed) chemical stimuli

at 4-5 hert/. (Gome?, and Atema, 1996), mean concentra-

tions and time-averaged distributions of bioactive com-

pounds might not be indicative of the information available

to animals searching for valuable resources. Hence, trans-

port mechanisms relating to such microscale patchiness

must be elucidated. Once behavioral and ecological inter-

actions between organisms are better understood, they could

he modeled as functions of chemical production and trans-

port dynamics.

Purifications of ecologically relevant molecules other

than secondary metabolites will be challenging. Success has

been limited in the past because many of these substances

are unstable, bind tightly with other molecules, occur in

highly complex mixtures, or are found in trace amounts.

Nevertheless, recent developments in chemical analytical

methods show exciting promise for future research. A wide

array of paniculate resins is now available to help remove

and concentrate bioactive molecules from seawater. Fur-

thermore, fluorescent-labeled antibodies and lectins have

been used for partial characterization of the carbohydrate

and protein structures of the mating pheromones of rotilers

and copepods. respectively, as well as for identification of

sites of pheromone reception (Snell ct <;/.. 1995; Lonsdsale

ct ill.. 1996). Moreover, molecular biological techniques

(cl)NA encoding a precursor protein and mRNAphero-

mone transcripts) have been used with mass spectrometry

and microsequencing to determine the complete peptide

structure of the mating pheromone in sea hares (Aplysia

itilil'ornifti) (Painter el til.. I99X). Finally, mathematical

modeling procedures have been developed for predicting

the complete structures of novel molecules without the need

lor fully purified compounds (Browne el ill.. 1998), and for

identifying (he taxonomic classes of phytoplankton by using

mixtures of chemical markers (MacKey </ <//.. 1996). Cre-

ative approaches combining traditional chemistry with new

technological methods, such as those described above, seem

especially valuable for describing ecologically important

factors that structure communities.

Because chemical interactions are vital to all life pro-

cesses, future research can encompass an almost infinite

array of subjects. Therefore, it seems prudent to emphasize

those interactions having the greatest ecological signifi-

cance. A strong foundation of knowledge has now accumu-

lated on the chemical mediation of habitat coloni/ation by

larvae and of trophic relationships. Because predation and

larval supply are major factors regulating populations and

structuring communities, these are particularly cogent lines

of inquiry. Chemical effects on essential processes, such as

mating, fertilization, competition, and symbiosis, also war-

rant future studies. Similarly, the chemical ecology of ma-

rine microbes is a crucial topic for continuing investigation.

Microbes synthesize toxins as secondary metabolites, and

they release signal molecules into the environment. These

poisons can kill consumers; but when borrowed by eukary-

otic hosts, they can subdue prey, deter predators, and chem-

ically defend host embryos. Extracellular secretions are

known to regulate the phenotypic expression of bacteria and

significantly affect biofilm formation and host infection.

When bacterial densities in biofilms or symbiotic interac-

tions become too high, for example, cells release /V-acyl-

homoserine lactones to the environment (Pearson ft <;/..

1991; Fuqua ct til.. 1996; Milton ft id.. 1997). These sub-

stances function as quorum-sensing molecules and lead to

the production of antibiotics by bacteria in self-regulating

microbial populations. In recent years, microbial pathogens

have had large impacts on a variety of organisms including

corals, fishes, motile invertebrates, and seaweeds (Hughes,

1994; Alstatt ct al.. 1996; Burkholder, I99X). An under-

standing of the chemistry mediating host-pathogen interac-

tions would be an especially welcome addition to popula-

tion and community ecology.

The consequences of chemically mediated interactions

will be an exciting challenge to understand fully. Substan-

tial insight can be gained from the considerable information

already available at the individual level. Optimally, signal

detection, and game theories will be helpful in exploring

evolutionary relationships between organisms that produce

chemical signals and those that receive them with knowl-

edge of the costs and benefits of interactions to reproductive

fitness. The collective responses of individuals can be used

to predict the dynamics of populations. By way of illustra-

tion. rales at which planktonic larvae colonize benthic hab-

iiats have been modeled from relationships between larval

population densities, swimming (or sinking) speeds, and

hydrodynamic forces (Eckman ct til.. 1994). The effects of

chemical cues on swimming and settlement can be easily

added to these models. There is a critical need for blending

research on chemistry and physics to understand ecological

processes such as larval delivery to adult habitats that

significantly impact populations and communities, and to
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integrate these studies on chemical mediation within a

broader environmental and evolutionary context.

Chemical interactions do not operate in isolation. Discov-

ering their full biological impacts will present an exacting

challenge and require interdisciplinary studies on multiple

scales of time and space.
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